Task switching is an important aspect of cognitive control and understanding its underlying mechanisms is the focus of considerable research. In this paper, we contrast two different kinds of task switching paradigms and provide evidence that different cognitive mechanisms underlie switching behavior depending on whether the switch is between sets of rules (rule switch) or sets of features presented simultaneously (perceptual switch). In two experiments, we demonstrate that behavioral effects (Experiment 1) and neural recruitment (Experiment 2) vary with the type of switch performed. While perceptual switch costs occurred when the alternative feature set was physically present, rule switch costs were observed even in their absence. Rule switching was also characterized by larger target repetition effects and by greater engagement of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. In contrast, perceptual switching was associated with greater recruitment of the parietal cortex. These results provide strong evidence for multiple forms of switching and suggest the limitations of generalizing results across shift types.
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Introduction
The ability to switch tasks rapidly is important for responding flexibly in a changing environment (Miller & Cohen, 2001 ). Both behavioral and neuroscientific investigators have sought to understand how people disengage from one task in order to undertake another (see Monsell, 2003 , for a review). In this set of experiments, we seek to understand the behavioral and neural consequences associated with different forms of task switching. Specifically, we examine whether there are qualitative differences in the cognitive mechanisms used to switch between tasks that require the reorienting of visuospatial attention (e.g., to what or where should I attend?) and switches that involve the ability to deal with changing goal-related information such as rules (e.g., what should I do?). We propose that the "task" used to investigate task switching (or "set" in set shifting) has important implications for understanding the nature of the cognitive process necessary to switch behavior. In this paper, we provide behavioral and neural evidence that a switch of one type of task does not necessarily reflect the same cognitive process as another type. Critically, these processes have been confounded in most studies of task switching. * Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 517 432 3366.
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Many studies of task switching conflate shifts of visuospatial attention (perceptual switching) and contextual rules (rule switching). For example, one paradigm requires participants identify the color or the shape of an object and then apply the correct stimulus-response rule for that particular color or shape (Hayes, Davidson, Keele, & Rafal, 1998) . Given that both colors and shapes are presented simultaneously, task switching requires participants to move visuospatial attention away from one set of features in order to selectively attend to the alternative feature set. In addition, participants are required to implement the appropriate set of response rules which were arbitrarily assigned to particular colors and shapes (e.g., left keypress for red or circle, right keypress for blue or triangle). Thus, we would argue that a shift in the target feature also entailed a shift in task-relevant information; that is, the rules for responding to one particular feature became irrelevant and participants had to instantiate the correct rules based on the current context. Our goal was to isolate the effects of each type of switch in order to determine whether these cognitive processes are dissociable.
Terminology
The ability to change behavioral goals has been referred to by multiple terms including task switching, set shifting, and attention switching. The variety of terms used to refer to this ability suggests 
